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Human-Robot Decision Dynamics

I an autonomous agent surveys a set of regions
I collected information is stacked in a queue
I a human operator processes the information
I SS suggests optimal policies for the system

Problem Setup

Design optimal information collection policy for the
autonomous agent and optimal information
processing policy for the human operator such
that any anomaly in any region is quickly detected

Operator Models

I Theoretical Models

DDM model for human decision making Probability of correct decision

I Empirical Models

Pew’s Model Yerkes-Dodson Effect

I Evolution of evidence for decision making
modeled as drift diffusion process

I Probability of correct decision evolves as a
sigmoid function

I Yerkes-Dodson law models service time as a
function of utilization ratio of the operator

I Utilization ratio is a function of busy/free time of
the operator

Optimal Information Processing

I Tasks arrive as a Poisson process with rate λ
I Tasks sampled from a distribution p : Γ→ R≥0

I A reward wγ for a task γ ∈ Γ

I Latency penalty per unit time cγ for task γ ∈ Γ

I SS suggests a deterministic time t` to allocate to
task ` and a rest time r` after serving the task

I If a task is processed, then allocate more time
than the natural expected time the operator takes

A Markov Decision Process Framework

Average Value Function
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where ·̄ represents the expected value and
z` ∈ {0,1} determines to drop a task or not

Queue Dynamics

n̄`+1 = max{0, n̄` − 1 + λ(t` + r`)}

Utilization Ratio Dynamics

x`+1 = (1− et`z`/β + x`et`z`/β)er`z`/β,

where β ∈ R>0 is the operator’s sensitivity

Optimal Allocations and Rest Times

(t∗, r∗, z∗) =

argmax{Vavg(t , r , z) | t ≥ S(x), r > 0, z binary},
where S(x) determines the natural expected
allocation at utilization x using Y-D law.

Incorporating Available Information

I MDP solution is the optimal policy for certainty
equivalent system

I The precise queue length and nature of each task
in queue in known

I Incorporate this information using receding
horizon solution

Adaptive Information Processing Policy

Solution to the MDP obtained via receding horizon optimization

Optimal Task Release Rate

Optimal benefit per unit task and benefit rate for different penalty rates

Optimal Information Aggregation

UCSB campus map

I an autonomous agent surveys N regions
I any number of anomalous regions
I an ensemble of CUSUM algorithms
I information collection time at region k : Tk > 0
I distance between region i and j : dij

I SS suggests a randomized region selection policy

Expected Detection Delay

I SS runs CUSUM algorithms on the decisions
I sigmoid performance functions at region k : f 0

k , f
1
k ,

in absence and presence of anomaly, respectively
I non-identically distributed decisions
I an upper bound on expected worst detection delay
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where q is the stationary region selection policy
and vk is a constant

Optimal Stationary Policy

q∗ = argmin
q∈∆N

N∑
k=1

πkE[T d
k ],

where πk is likelihood of anomaly at region k

Adaptive Policy with Operator Feedback

1. given prior probability of anomalies, find q∗

2. sample a region from q∗

3. set operator performance at region k
fk(t) = πk f 1

k (t) + (1− πk)f 0
k (t)

4. determine optimal allocation and rest time
5. while operator processes the current task

5.1 survey regions with probability q∗

5.2 stack collected evidence in a queue
6. update CUSUM statistic using operator’s decision
7. determine posterior probabilities of anomalies
8. set posteriors as new priors & go to step 1.

Simultaneous information aggregation and processing
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